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because you always deliver.
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UniFirst uniform services

Discover the UniFirst Difference

High-quality WORKWEAR, CORPORATE 

APPAREL, and PROTECTIVE GARMENTS

A more PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS IMAGE

Cost-saving solutions with RETURN 

ON INVESTMENT
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Streamlined operations and MITIGATED RISK

A dedicated team of UNIFORM EXPERTS  

and TRUSTED SERVICE ADVISORS

A commitment to exceptional service  

and your COMPLETE SATISFACTION
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The products shown here are just a sampling. If you don’t see what 
you’re looking for, simply inquire with your UniFirst representative.

Uniform experts who  
always deliver

UniFirst delivers customized uniform rental programs 

and facility service solutions that help your team 

perform at their best.

We provide the expertise you need to maximize your 

team’s safety and performance. You always deliver for 

your customers. That’s why we always deliver for you.
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PRODUCTION AND ASSEMBLY

MIMIX flex 
panels improve 
mobility and 
breathability.

05

12

31

87

MIMIX™ Ripstop Work Shirts
Dramatically improve your mobility and comfort level with this innovative work shirt that 
features strategically placed mesh stretch panels on the back, making it extra flexible and 
breathable. Lightweight ripstop fabric with Touchtex™ moisture-wicking technology provides 
superior color retention, soil release, and additional breathability. Two button-through hex-
style chest pockets with pencil stall on the left, color-matched melamine break-resistant 
buttons, and a two-piece lined collar with sewn-in stays for a modern look. Women’s shirt 
has a gently contoured silhouette. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton ripstop. MIMIX panels: 3.8 oz. 
performance mesh, 100% polyester.

Colors: Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Lt. Grey (48)

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
08MX S–4XL Regular; L–2XL Tall

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
06MX S–4XL Regular; L–2XL Tall

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE (not shown)
05MW S–4XL

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE (not shown)
05MX S–4XL

MIMIX™ Utility Pants
No job is too tough for these MIMIX pants designed to move the way you work. Color-matched 
stretch panels maximize mobility and improve comfort, while Touchtex™ fabric technology 
provides superior color retention, soil release, and wickability. Straight-fit design provides a 
clean, modern, and professional appearance. Jean-style waistband with melamine button 
closure. 7.5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill. MIMIX panels: 10 oz. woven stretch, 93/7 nylon/spandex.

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31)

MEN’S PANTS
10MX  Waist 28–50 even sizes only; 

custom hemmed up to 35"

WOMEN’S PANTS (not shown)
11MX  2–24 even sizes only; 

custom hemmed up to 33"

SofTwill® Cargo Pants
All the premium features of our best-selling SofTwill pants, including non-roll, dress-style 
waistband with button closure, heavy-duty brass zipper, and quarter-top front and set-in back 
pockets (left has button closure). Ample 8"x7½" cargo pocket on each leg and cell phone pocket 
(inside right). Pocket flaps have concealed snap closures. Durable press. 7.75 oz. 65/35 
poly/cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)

10AI  Waist 28–56 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 35"

10AI

06MX

05

12

31

05

09

12

31

48

08MX

10MX
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UniWeave® Soft Comfort Uniform Shirts
UniWeave soft comfort blends offer warmth when you need it and cool air flow when you heat 
up. Resistant to moisture, stains, wrinkles, and fading. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin blend. 
Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Grey (03), Postman Blue (04), Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07), 
Lt. Green (08), Lt. Blue (09), Red (10), Black (12), Brown (13), Yellow (17), Orange (27), 
Charcoal (31), Burgundy (90)

LONG SLEEVE (not shown)
0102 S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall

SHORT SLEEVE
0202 S–4XL Regular; L–4XL Tall

SofTwill® Flat-Front Uniform Pants
SofTwill comfort twills combine the styling of flat-front work pants with roomier seat, waist, 
and thigh mobility. Quarter-top pockets and two set-in back pockets (left with button closure). 
7.75 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Grey (03), Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07), Black (12), Brown (13), 
Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)

1002 Waist 26–35; 36–56 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 35"

UniWear® Cotton Snap-Front Coveralls
We made these premium 100% cotton coveralls with hard 
work in mind. Action-back for extended range of motion. 
Pass-through side openings. Two chest pockets (left has pencil 
stall). Two front and back pockets. Left tool pocket. Concealed 
snap front and snap cuffs. 8.5 oz. preshrunk 100% cotton twill. 
Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Postman Blue (04), Navy (05)

3001  38–54 even chest sizes, specify Regular or Tall
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UniFirst HD Denim Relaxed-Fit Jeans
Relaxed fit with five-pocket styling. Riveted stress points and 
bartacked at seams. Large leg openings for boots. Heavy-
duty brass zipper and riveted button closure. Natural rise 
for comfortable fit in seat and thighs. 14.5 oz. heavy-duty, 
prewashed cotton denim. Made by UniFirst.

Color: Med. Blue (69)

10HD See chart below for sizes.

Waist Inseam

28–31 30, 32, 34

32 30, 32, 34, 36

33 30, 32, 34

34, 36, 38 30, 32, 34, 36

40, 42, 44, 46, 48 30, 32, 34

50, 52, 54, 56            30, 32

06

09

28

FW

UniWeave® Micro Check Shirts
This UniFirst exclusive provides an alternative to the everyday work shirt. Banded collar with 
sewn-in stays ensures all-day comfort. It has wood-tone melamine buttons, seven-button “no-
gap” front, and two button-through chest pockets (left has pencil stall). Long sleeve has lined 
cuffs; short sleeve and shirt jac have double turned hems. UniWeave soft comfort is an easy-care, 
breathable fabric that provides comfort and durability. 4 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Tan (06), Lt. Blue (09), Lt. Green (28), Slate (FW)

LONG SLEEVE
03UM S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall

SHORT SLEEVE
04UM S–5XL Regular; L–4XL Tall

SHIRT JAC
These straight-bottom hemmed shirt 
jacs look great untucked or tucked in 
and feature side vents for extra comfort.
15UM S–4XL

04UM

03UM

15UM

10HD
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MAINTENANCE AND METAL FABRICATION

100% Cotton Shirts
Our cotton shirts are preshrunk with a full cut 
for comfort and a generous back yoke for ease 
of movement. Premium banded collars and a 
seven-button “no gap” front. Button-through chest 
pockets (left has pencil stall). Reinforced at stress 
points. 6 oz. 100% cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Grey (03), 
Postman Blue (04), Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07), 
Lt. Blue (09)

LONG SLEEVE
0101  S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall

 SHORT SLEEVE (not shown)
0201 S–4XL Regular; L–4XL Tall

100% Cotton Flat-Front Pants
Flat front for a professional appearance. Non-roll, 
dress-style waistband is lined and has seven 
belt loops. Heavy-duty brass zipper and button 
closure. Reinforced bartacks at stress points. 12" 
deep quartertop front pockets. Darts over set-in 
back pockets (left has button closure). Heavy-duty 
8.5 oz. preshrunk cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Navy (05), Tan (06), 
White (07), Charcoal (31)

1001   Waist 28–35; 36–56 even sizes only; 
custom hemmed up to 35"

0502 06 07 31

02 03 04 05 06

07 09
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05 25 87

Armorex FR® Work Shirts
Our Armorex FR work shirts are designed with a 
full cut back yoke to provide extra room in the body 
for greater ease of movement, and a longer shirttail 
to prevent pull-out. Banded collar for a neat, dress 
shirt look. Chest pocket flaps and bar-tacked pencil 
stall in left pocket. Made by UniFirst.

FR Fabric Options:

7 OZ. ULTRASOFT®

CAT 2,  ATPV 8.7 
Colors: Grey (03), Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09), Khaki (87)
09FR S–5XL Regular; M–5XL Tall

7 OZ. TECASAFE® PLUS
CAT 2,  ATPV 10.1 (Navy) 
CAT 2,  ATPV 9.0 (Lt. Blue, Khaki)
Colors: Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09), Khaki (87)
09TC S–5XL Regular; M–5XL Tall

4.5 OZ. CXP®

CAT 1,  ATPV 5.1
Colors: Navy (05), Royal Blue (25), Khaki (87)
01NX S–5XL Regular; M–4XL Tall

Armorex FR® Work Pants
Cut with the same comfort features as our most 
popular work pants, these protective FR pants 
feature plain front styling, and a non-roll, dress-style 
waistband with button for a neat look. Two front 
pockets and two rear welt pockets (left has button). 
Reinforced at all stress points. Made by UniFirst.

FR Fabric Options:

9 OZ. ULTRASOFT®

CAT 2,  ATPV 12.4
Colors: Navy (05), Charcoal (31) 
10FR  Waist 28–35; 36–56 even sizes only; 

custom hemmed up to 35"

8.5 OZ. TECASAFE® PLUS
CAT 2,  ATPV 10.2
Color: Navy (05)
10TS  Waist 28–35; 36–56 even sizes only; 

custom hemmed up to 35"

6 OZ. NOMEX®

CAT 1,  ATPV 5.8
Colors: Navy (05), Royal Blue (25), Khaki (87)
10NX  Waist 28–35; 36–56 even sizes only; 

custom hemmed up to 35"

Armorex FR Flame Resistant (FR) work 
garments are made by UniFirst in ISO 
9001-certified facilities to help ensure 
the highest quality.

8725 3105

Armorex FR® Coveralls
Built with all the comfort features of our popular UniWear® coveralls, including action-back construction, 
gusseted crotch, and concealed two-way breakaway safety zipper, these job-fitted FR work coveralls offer 
unequalled freedom of move ment. Snap front, two extra-deep front pockets with pass-through access to 
inner clothing. Two rear patch pockets. Two large reinforced chest pockets. Made by UniFirst.

9 OZ. ULTRASOFT®

CAT 2,  ATPV 12.4
Colors: Navy (05), Khaki (87) 
30FR 38–60 Reg; 40–60 Tall; 
 even chest sizes

7 OZ. TECASAFE® PLUS
CAT 2,  ATPV 10.1 (Navy) 
CAT 2,  ATPV 9.0 (Khaki) 
Colors: Navy (05), Khaki (87)
30TS 38–58 Reg; 40–58 Tall;
 even chest sizes

6 OZ. CXP®

CAT 1,  ATPV 6.5
Colors: Navy (05), Royal Blue (25), 
Khaki (87)
30NX 38–58 Reg; 40–58 Tall;  
 even chest sizes

05 25 8703 09
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Armorex FR® Jeans
CAT 2, ATPV 20.7
Relaxed, comfortable-fit jeans with classic five-
pocket styling. Metal tack button (not exposed 
to skin), heavy-duty brass zipper, and reinforced 
stress points. 14.5 oz. 100% cotton FR denim. 
Made by UniFirst.

Color: Navy (05)

11KG See chart below for sizes.

Waist Inseam

28, 50, 52, 54, 56 30, 32

30, 32, 34, 36, 40 28, 30, 32, 34

38 30, 32, 34, 36

44, 46, 48 30, 32, 34

OSHA regulations require that employers bear sole responsibility for selecting the appropriate type(s) of personal 
protective equipment (PPE) used by its at-risk employees. Per NFPA 70E, employers should conduct a hazard risk 
assessment in their facility to determine potential incident levels in the event of an electrical event. This assessment 
should include the required garment protection level, otherwise known as arc thermal protection value (ATPV), to 
match with arc-rated Flame Resistant (FR) clothing.

Wrangler® FR Relaxed-Fit Jeans
CAT 2, ATPV 23.7
Relaxed-fit jeans, that feature authentic five-pocket 
styling. Added gusset provides comfort and 
mobility. 14.75 oz. 100% FR cotton. 

Color: Indigo Denim (DU)

10FB See chart below for sizes.

Waist  Inseam

28, 29, 30, 31, 38, 40, 42 30, 32, 34, 36

32, 33, 34, 36 30, 32, 34, 36, 38

44, 46 32

Wrangler® FR Carpenter Jeans
CAT 2, ATPV 23.7
Wrangler designed these FR jeans with their 
own Room2Move® loose, flowing fit, and 
classic five-pocket styling. Tool pocket on back 
left leg and hammer loop on back right leg. 
14.5 oz. 100% FR cotton.

Color: Indigo Denim (DU)

10FC See chart below for sizes.

Waist  Inseam

29, 30, 31, 46, 48 30, 32, 34

32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 40, 
42, 44

30, 32, 34, 36

50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60 30, 32
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UniSport® Micro Piqué Polos
UniSport pocketless polo shirts feature innovative UniWick moisture-
management technology for maximum breathability and comfort. Other 
features include double-needle stitching, set-in hemmed sleeves, tag-free 
taped neck, side vents, and wrinkle resistance. 3.8 oz. snag-resistant spun 
polyester warp knit fabric. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12), Gold (14), 
Kelly Green (23), Purple (24), Royal Blue (25), Hunter Green (56), 
Raspberry (88)*, Lake Blue (DH), Steel Grey (HP), Lt. Pink (NP)* 
*Women’s only.

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Three dyed-to-match rubber buttons. 
Flat-knit collar.
04MM XS–4XL

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Open “V” placket. Self-fabric collar. 
05MM XS–4XL

88 NP

05 1407 10 11 12

25 56 DH24

23

HP

OFFICE UNIFORMS

Park Street® Men’s Oxfords
These Park Street oxfords are dressy and comfortable, with full-cut styling 
and a back pleat for extra mobility. Topstitched button-down banded collar. 
Left chest pocket. Long sleeves have two-button adjustable cuffs. Short 
sleeves are hemmed. Durable press. 4.25 oz. 60/40 cotton/poly oxford cloth. 
Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Grey (03), White (07), Lt. Blue (09), Blue/White (19), White/Grey (30), 
Burgundy/White (63)

LONG SLEEVE
0111 Neck 14½–20½,  
 sleeve lengths 33, 35, and 37

SHORT SLEEVE (not shown) 
0211  Neck 14½–20½

Women’s Oxfords
These oxfords are dressy and comfortable, with full-cut styling and back pleats 
for extra mobility. Button-down banded collar. Left chest pocket. 4.4 oz. 60/40 
cotton/poly oxford cloth.

Colors: Grey (03), White (07), Lt. Blue (09), Blue/White (19), White/Grey (30), 
Burgundy/White (63), French Blue (HL)

LONG SLEEVE 
0112 XS–3XL 

SHORT SLEEVE (not shown)
0422 XS–3XL

03 07 09 19 30 63 HL

Women’s only
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Two-Color Snag-Proof Pocket Polos
Odor fighting with moisture-wicking fabric. Tag-free label. Flat-knit collar. Handy left chest 
pocket. Side vents. Three-button placket with dyed-to-match buttons. Wrinkle resistant.  
6.6 oz. 100% snag-proof polyester.

Colors: Black/Royal Blue (54), Black/Red (BP), Black/Orange (BU), Navy/Grey (JJ),  
Black/Charcoal (WJ), Black/Lime (WK)

04MT XS–4XL

SofTwill® Pleated Pants
Our wrinkle-resistant pleated SofTwill pants have job-fitted comfort built in. Featuring non-roll, 
dress-style waistband, soft-touch fabric, and ample room in the seat, thighs, and crotch. Brass 
zipper, front quarter-top pockets, and welt back pockets (left has button). Straight leg styling. 
7.75 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)

1122  Waist 28–35; 36–56 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 35" 

Work NMotion™ Women’s Pants
Wrinkle and stain resistant. Self-fabric waistband with button 
closure. Memory stretch yarn for flexibility and comfort. Two 
front quarter-top pockets and one right hip pocket. Back darts 
for better fit. 7.75 oz. 75/25 poly/cotton twill. 

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)

12AG  2–24 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 32"

54

BP

BU

JJ

WJ

WK

87

12

31

05

12 05 87 31
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Berne® Gasoline Jackets
Comfort, convenience, toughness, and value in a 
rugged three-season jacket. Features self collar, 
anti-pill fleece lining, and a heavy-duty brass 
zipper. Adjustable snap cuffs, two angled slash 
pockets, left chest outer zip pocket, three inside 
chest pockets (right has zipper), and pleated 
bi-swing action-back and elbows for extended 
range of motion. 12 oz. washed cotton duck shell.

Colors: Black (12), Midnight (64)

18BW  M–4XL

UniWear® Permalined Jackets
Our popular UniWear waist-length jacket with quilted 100% polyester fiberfill 
permanent lining is warm and built to last. Solid brass zipper, front slash pockets, 
left sleeve utility pocket, and adjustable two-button side tabs and cuffs. 7.5 oz. 
65/35 poly/cotton twill shell. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Navy (05), Black (12), Brown (13), Charcoal (31)

1506  S–4XL, specify Regular or Tall

UniWear® Permalined Hip Jackets
Hip-length UniWear warmth and tough construction with solid brass zipper, 100% 
polyester quilted permanent lining, on-seam pockets, left sleeve utility pocket, and 
adjustable two-button cuffs. 7.5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill shell. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Navy (05), Black (12), Brown (13), Charcoal (31)

1527  S–4XL, specify Regular or Tall

64

12

OUTER WEAR

12

05

31

02

13

1527

1506
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Soft-Shell Bomber Jackets 
The classic bomber reimagined with modern soft-shell 
technology to keep you warm and dry. Full-length interior 
storm flap for extra security. Front zippered pockets and zip-
through cadet collar. Rib-knit cuffs and hem. 100% polyester 
woven shell bonded to a water-resistant film insert and a 
100% polyester microfleece interior.

Colors: Black (12), Charcoal (31)

15GQ XS–4XL

Core Soft-Shell Jackets
Shed wind and rain with this soft and breathable jacket.  
Zip-through cadet collar with chin guard. Front zippered 
pockets. Open cuffs and hem. Women’s has a gently contoured 
silhouette. 100% polyester woven shell bonded to a water-
resistant film insert and a 100% polyester microfleece lining.

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31)

MEN’S JACKET
15ML XS–4XL 

WOMEN’S JACKET
14ML XS–4XL

12

31

12

05

31
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Our facility service programs help you win the battle of 

positive perceptions with your customers, employees, and 

stakeholders. With our regularly scheduled services, we 

eliminate the hassle and expense of purchasing, stocking, 

laundering, and maintaining supplies. We deliver what you 

need, when you need it to lower maintenance costs, while 

improving overall hygiene and safety.

FLOOR MATS

All UniFirst-made floor mats, from decorative entrance and 

photo/logo/message mats to nitrile rubber scraper and “wet 

area” mats, are designed for heavy foot traffic and trap and 

hold dirt, dust, and moisture better than the alternatives. With 

regularly scheduled floor mat service, soiled mats are picked up 

and replaced with professionally cleaned ones. 

MICROFIBER MOPS AND WIPERS

Our microfiber mops, dusters, and scrubbers are ideal for 

cleaning hard surfaces. Use them wet or dry, and clean faster 

with less water and chemicals.

WET AND DRY MOPS

UniFirst mop services are designed to make cleaning easier and 

more economical for businesses of all sizes and traffic volumes. 

We take care of all the dirty work, including the laundering and 

regular replacement of soiled mops with fresh products. 

TOWELS AND CLOTHS

Our regular laundering and inventory-management services 

ensure you always have fresh, high-quality cleaning cloths on 

hand when you need them. Disposable wipers are also available.

CLEANING AND DISINFECTING SOLUTIONS 

You can save up to 90% or more in product costs when 

compared to purchasing ready-to-use cleaning and disinfecting 

solutions. Unlike mixing “free pour” concentrates, our wall 

dispenser and “one-shot” systems accurately dilute and 

dispense the high-performance solutions you need with ease 

and with no wasted concentrates. PURELL® Surface Sanitizer 

and Disinfectant Spray System is also available.
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HAND CARE, SOAPS, AND SANITIZERS

UniFirst handwashing and skin care products are formulated 

to clean, kill germs, and keep skin soft and healthy—even with 

frequent use—and we have environmentally friendly “green” 

options available too. Each product is available with our stylish 

dispensing systems, featuring cost-saving portion controls. Your 

UniFirst representative can recommend the products that will 

deliver the best results for you.

PAPER TOWELS AND TOILET PAPER

To provide sustainable restroom cleanliness and hygiene 

solutions, we supply TORK® paper towels and toilet paper, 

which carry Green Seal and ECOLOGO® certifications and are 

manufactured from base paper that is 100% recycled. Portion-

controlled paper dispensing systems reduce waste and come in 

traditional and “touchless” options.

AIR FRESHENERS

We offer environmentally friendly air freshener system 

options that neutralize odors at the molecular level, eliminating 

unnecessary chemical “masking” that could affect air quality. 

All of our odor-control products meet stringent clean air 

standards and dispense fragrance in accordance with guidelines 

established by the International Fragrance Association to protect 

the environment and human health.

ANCILLARY PRODUCTS

To help safeguard your staff on the job, we also offer a selection 

of personal protective equipment (PPE), including latex and 

nitrile gloves, safety glasses, facemasks, and more. High-quality 

cleaning cloths, disposable wipers, and other ancillary products 

also available.

We offer a complete line of facility products and services, 

safety products, and PPE not shown. Just ask your UniFirst 

representative about other facility service options.
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Trust UniFirst for image-enhancing  
workwear and facility services

UniFirst Triple-Pro Service Team
When you choose UniFirst, you get three dedicated service 

professionals working on your account at all times. This helps ensure 

that you consistently receive the quality products and services your 

business deserves, and that you always get quick resolutions to any 

concerns you may have.

Route Service Representative keeps your 

program running smoothly week in, week out

Service Manager ensures you’re consistently 

getting everything you need, when you need it

Customer Service Representative stands ready 

to provide personalized assistance

A LWAY S  D E L I V E R

MORE THAN  
300,000  

CUSTOMERS

SERVICING 253 
OF THE FORTUNE  

500 LIST

14,000 EMPLOYEE 
TEAM PARTNERS

SLV11_M
anufacturing  (0822)


